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FACING BRICKS
BUILDING MATERIALS WITH 
TRADITION AND FUTURE
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FACING BRICKS
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Feldhaus clinker products stand for future and innovation. Facing bricks meet 
the ever increasing requirements for contemporary and ecological façade design 
– made from natural resources and production processes are being continually 
developed.

The variety of colours and textures give them a unique appearance and individu-
al design. All Feldhaus facing bricks are frost-resistant, dimensionally stable and 
colourfast. 

Builders also appreciate these bricks for their easy handling and longevity. Their 
timeless external appearance is therefore a matter of course – and the result of a 
successful combination of traditional and modern. 

DESIGNING THE FUTURE
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A combination of facing bricks and the matching special shaped bricks creates the 
perfect façade of a building. For instance, make a rounded corner on a house, give 
the entrance to a building an individual design or use special edging to emphasise 
the shape of windows and doors. 

Special shaped bricks make the building façade more attractive and when used 
with pilasters and bay windows they create an optical highlight. In particular they 
can make the large and elongated surfaces of residential and commercial buildings 
more appealing. There is no limit to the variety of special shapes: Feldhaus sup-
plies special shaped bricks in a variety of shades. Choose your favourite brick! 

Of course, special shaped bricks are not only used for façade design, they can also 
be used as clay pavers in front yards, gardens or parks and as borders for flower 
beds, paths and public squares. 

SPECIAL SHAPED BRICKS

SETTING THE COURSE
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No. 16

No. 6

No. 1

No. 15
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65 mm

52 mm

71 mm

215 mm

240 mm

240 mm

240 mm

SIZES & COLOURS

FACING BRICKS

Waal Thick Size WDF /
60 pieces per m²

Thin Size DF /
64 pieces per m²

Normal Size NF /  
48 pieces per m²

102,5 mm

115 mm

115 mm
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65 mm

240 mm

113 mm

240 mm

Imperial Size RF /  
54 pieces per m²

Double Thin Size 2DF / 
32 pieces per m²

FACING BRICKS

FACING BRICKS, 7-SLOT
DF, NF, RF

SOLID BRICKS NON-PERFORATED
DF, NF, RF

115 mm

115 mm

115 mm

115 mm
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400 carmesi | liso 440 carmesi | senso

435 carmesi | mana 335 carmesi | antic mana

345 carmesi | aczent mana

366 lava | maron liso

377 lava | maron rustico

300 lava | liso

CLASSIC
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350 lava | maris liso 380 cerasi |azur liso

388 cerasi | ferrum liso 508 geo | ferrum liso
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752 vascu | ardor carbo

750 vascu | ardor rotado

775 vascu | marengo antrablanca

747 vascu | geo legoro

764 vascu | argo rotado

745 vascu | geo venito

773 vascu | argo antrablanca

VASCU
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CARBONA, VARIO, BACCO 

*on request

941 vario | argo albula 991 bacco | ardor matiz

923 vario | ardor tarino911 vario | crema albula

560 carbona | ardor colori 570 carbona | ardor coloratus*
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692 sintra | crema

665 sintra | sabioso binaro

688 sintra | sabioso

684 sintra | nolani ocasa

686 sintra | ardor calino

690 sintra | ardor blanca689 sintra | ardor

658 sintra | ardor belino

SINTRA
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661 sintra | lava maris 662 sintra | lava azur

685 sintra | ardor nelino 663 sintra | cerasi nelino
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NEW BUILDING, EXTENSION  
AND RENOVATION WORK

BRICK SLIPS
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NEW BUILDING, EXTENSION  
AND RENOVATION WORK



BRICK SLIPS
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BRICK SLIPS
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VARIETY TODAY  
AND IN THE FUTURE

Easy to handle and durable, Feldhaus Klinker brick slips are 
being increasingly used in new, renovated or extended buildings.

When used in combination with an external thermal insulation 
composite system (ETICS), Feldhaus brick slips are a distinctive 
design element providing the best possible protection against 
weather. It is also almost impossible to tell the difference bet-
ween a professional brick slip façade made with corner slips and 
facing brick masonry, which considerably increases the value of 
renovated buildings. 

Renovation work  
with ETICS and brick slips

With mineral wool insulating core

Joint alignment system with pre-fabricated mortar 
joint profile, simple laying of brick slips

Conventional ETICS with polystyrene 
insulating core
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Feldhaus brick slips stand for reliability and innovation. 

Clay is a natural resource. Permanent optimization of the production process makes brick slips and corners 
a modern, eco-friendly building material. The variety of colours and sizes meets the highest requirements of 
individual design specifications. Architectural masterpieces can be created when combined with glass, wood 
or steel.

NO LIMIT TO CREATIVITY

BRICK SLIPS
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Brick slips set aesthetical styles not only for faça-
des but also when it comes to interior design. They 
create a real feeling of nature and warmth on fire-
place casings, in kitchens or when used as optical 
highlights on columns and walls. They are also eye 
catchers in representative areas.

EXTERIOR AND 
INTERIOR DESIGN
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65 mm

52 mm

71 mm

52 mm

215 mm

240 mm

240 mm

290 mm

14
 m

m

9 
/ 1

4 
m

m
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/ 1
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m
m

14
 m

m

140 perla | senso

835 argo | mana

SIZES & COLOURS

WDF 60 pieces/m²

DF 64 pieces/m²

NF 48 pieces/m²

LDF 48 pieces/m²

52 mm

365 mm

14
 m

m835 argo | mana
XLDF* 44 pieces/m²

* on request
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Corners

Stretcher according to size

   WDF 102 mm
   DF  115 mm
   NF 115 mm
  

14
 m

m

* on request
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100 perla | liso 140 perla | senso

116 perla | mana 800 argo | liso

840 argo | senso 200 amari | liso

240 amari | senso 216 amari | mana

CLASSICCLASSIC
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287 nolani | rustico aubergine 286 nolani | rustico carbo

268 nolani | rustico viva 214 bronze | mana

220 terracotta | liso 227 terracotta | rustico

228 terracotta | rustico carbo 480 terreno | liso
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487 terreno | rustico 488 terreno | rustico carbo

400 carmesi | liso 440 carmesi | senso

435 carmesi | mana 335 carmesi antic | mana

332 carmesi multi | mana 303 ardor | liso

CLASSICCLASSIC
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436 ardor | mana

307 ardor | rustico

343 ardor | senso

788 planto | ardor venito

535 terra | mana
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500 geo | liso 540 geo | senso

735 anthracit | mana 700 anthracit | liso* 740 anthracit | senso*

CLASSIC

*on request
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740 anthracit | senso*

GALENA

484 galena | terreno viva 356 galena | carmesi antic

385 galena | ardor maritim

386 galena | ardor maritimo

382 galena | ardor viva

384 galena | ardor ferrum

509 galena | geo ferrum
*on request
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VASCU

763 vascu | perla 757 vascu | perla linara

766 vascu | sabiosa rotado

760 vascu | argo oxana 764 vascu | argo rotado

758 vascu | terracotta calino 768 vascu | terracotta venito

773 vascu | argo antrablanca
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743 vascu | ardor flores

752 vascu | ardor carbo 769 vascu | cerasi legoro

761 vascu | vulcano

750 vascu | ardor rotado

746 vascu | cerasi rotado
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SINTRA

691 sintra | perla 692 sintra | crema

696 sintra | crema duna

665 sintra | sabiosa binaro 695 sintra | sabioso ocasa

688 sintra | sabioso

684 sintra | nolani ocasa 687 sintra | terracotta linguro

SINTRA
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698 sintra | terreno bario

689 sintra | ardor 690 sintra | ardor blanca

686 sintra | ardor calino

694 sintra | carmesi

685 sintra | ardor nelino

664 sintra | cerasi ocasa658 sintra | ardor belino

CARBONA
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SINTRA

663 sintra | cerasi nelino

697 sintra | geo 693 sintra | vulcano

680 sintra | argo 682 sintra | argo pandra
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CLAY PAVERS
NATURAL PATHS 
AND SPACES
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Your own garden is a place to hide away, feel good and relax. The creative ideas used 
in our garden reflect our personal preferences. Feldhaus clay pavers offer the creative 
homeowner the opportunity to design and accentuate his dream garden. The colour 
fastness and frost resistance of clinker products have been tested for use in patios, flower 
bed edgings, paths, driveways and courtyards. They can be incorporated in the home 
and garden in a natural manner. 

When designing a paver surface, it is important to select the right pattern. The laying pat-
terns of pavers are a matter of creativity, whether laid in a running Stretcher bond, linear 
in a Block bond or in the popular Herringbone bond. There is no limit to the number of 
combinations that can be created using different colours, sizes and paver patterns.

CLAY PAVERS

ROBUST AND NATURAL 
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Herringbone bond Block bond, laid on bed Herringbone bond with triangles Basket weave with mosaic cobbles

Pinwheel bondHerringbone bond with half and 
bevelled clinker pavers

Elbow bond Half bond
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CLAY PAVERS
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Today, building materials must meet different requirements when used in public or 
commercial areas. These requirements include durability, longevity, good appearance, 
excellent ecological properties and perfect technical performance. 

Feldhaus clay pavers have been proved for use in streets and parking lots, in pedestrian 
areas and busy areas. They adapt harmoniously to their environment, create colourful 
highlights and transform public areas into hospitable places. 

HOSPITABLE PLACES
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Size Dimension in mm COVERAGE

KF 200 x 100 x 45 approx. 48 pieces per m²

KDF 200 x 100 x 52 approx. 48 pieces per m²

KRF* 200 x 100 x 62 approx. 48 pieces per m²

size Dimension in mm COVERAGE

DF 240 x 118 x 52 approx. 34 pieces per m²

RF* 240 x 118 x 62 approx. 34 pieces per m²

SIZES & COLOURS

43 PER CENT PERFORATION /   
approx. 33 pieces per m² 

33 PER CENT PERFORATION /  
approx. 33 pieces per m² 

118 mm

71 mm

240 mm

118 mm

71 mm

240 mm

COBBLES / MOSAIC

PRE-CUT DIVISION INTO EIGHT / 
approx. 34 pieces per m² 

118 mm

52 mm

240 mm

60 mm

60 mm

CLAY PAVERS SQUARE-EDGED*

STRETCHERS DRAGFACED*

GRASS AREA PAVERS  

CHAMFERED CLAY PAVERS 

*on request
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203    areno  trigo 402   gala  plano

403   gala  flamea 409   gala  ferrum

MOSAIC

Mosaics made from Feldhaus clay pavers impart stylistic highlights to the overall 
appearance of a surface area.  

The extensive range of colours offers endless opportunities for creative 
design. A mosaic is always eye catching and can liven up or draw attention 
to a special feature.

*on request *on request

609     umbra  ferrum*
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CLASSIC

203 areno  trigo 402 gala  plano

403 gala  flamea 405 gala  alea

415 gala  solea 409 gala  ferrum

502 umbra  plano 609 umbra  ferrum
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Feldhaus Klinker Vertriebs-GmbH
Nordring 1 • D-49196 Bad Laer
Telefon +49 (0) 5424 2920-0 • Telefax + 49 (0) 5424 2920-129
www.feldhaus-klinker.com • info@feldhaus-klinker.de
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